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When William Bartram left the Carolinas and headed out across Northeast Florida in the spring of 1774 he brought
with him his incredible eye for detail and his ability to detect what was new to the world of botany. In May, somewhere near
New Smyrna, he chanced upon the diminutive iris that bears his name – Bartram’s ixia (Calydorea caelestina). Eventually,
he described and illustrated it himself (he gave it the Latin name, Ixea caelestina) in his now-famous Travels book,
published in 1791. His description and his wonderful illustration of this beautiful new wildﬂower sparked the interest
of a great many botanists and naturalists, but William was not especially good at describing the locations of his
discoveries and Bartram’s ixia is notoriously good at staying out of sight.
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Bartram’s Ixia
You might believe that Bartram’s ixia would be an
easy plant to spot when ﬂowering, but it is not. The
ﬂowers are exceedingly ephemeral. They open as the sun
rises and they close completely, wither and disappear
by about 10 a.m. My observations are that they are most
often pollinated by bumblebees. Bartram’s ixia also does
not bloom well if the environmental conditions are not
right. It responds to hydrology, for example, and seems
to do best during wet springs. It also responds to ﬁre.
Like so many wildﬂowers native to open savannas,
Bartram’s ixia appears quickly following a ﬁre and just
as quickly goes semi-dormant when their habitat does
not burn for several years. The plants survive for years in
this condition. They just don’t bloom. This may be why
so many of the 60+ populations that have been reported
in Florida have not been seen in recent years.
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Bartram’s ixia is a state-listed endangered species.
It is also an endemic or near-endemic. A single population has been reported, but not veriﬁed, from southern
Georgia. In Florida, it occurs only in a seven-county area
just south of Jacksonville. This is a very difﬁcult plant to
hunt in the wild, especially without a guide that knows
its location from previous years. It is not a difﬁcult plant
to propagate or grow, however, and it is sometimes offered by commercial sources. I have kept it in my Pinellas
County landscape for many years with great success.
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Ofﬁcial deﬁnition of native plant:
For most purposes, the phrase Florida native plant refers
to those species occurring within the state boundaries
prior to European contact, according to the best available
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it includes those species understood as indigenous,
occurring in natural associations in habitats that existed
prior to signiﬁcant human impacts and alterations of
the landscape.
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